
Always use a metal tape measure.

Remember to round off your measurements to the nearest millimeter.

Measure twice - for accuracy!

Look out for things like window/ door handles, frames or tiles and take their position into account  if neccessary.

All our blinds can be fi  tted into the INSIDE of your window frame or wall (INSIDE MOUNT) or into the top of  the 
architrave (OUTSIDE MOUNT). 

Measure: 
1) WIDTH. Measure the window + architrave width.
LEFT TO RIGHT.
2) DROP. This can be meaured in two locations. 
Usually the most common preference is from top to 
bottom of architrave. (IE/ Height B)
a) From the top of the architrave to the window sill.
b) From the top of the architrave to the bottom of the 
window frame or architrave.

Remember: when measuring for an OUTSIDE mount. 
TAKE THE WINDOW + ARCHITRAVE MEASUREMENTS.

Outside mounts will make windows appear bigger and can be used to advantage to hide unattractive windows. 
The blind will affix to the architrave or wall itself. 

3) DEPTH. 
Measure to ensure you have sufficent roomfor the window covering to fit 
INSIDE the reveal. Note obstructions such as door or window handles, 
framesand tiles. Refer next page for minimum DEPTH requirements.

Measure:
1) WIDTH. Three locations.  
LEFT, MIDDLE, RIGHT. Select the narrowest measurement.
DO NOT MAKE ANY DEDUCTIONS.
 
2) DROP. Meaure in three locations. 
TOP, CENTRE, BOTTOM. Select the narrowest measurement.

Inside mounts are mounted on the inside of the architrave, for a more finished look.

HANDY TIPS

MEASURING INFORMATION

MOUNTING STYLES

INSIDE mount:
TAKE THE ACTUAL WINDOW OPENING SIZE. 
Do not make any deductions. We will make the proper allowances to ensure 
that your blinds fit perfectly. 
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